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Simon and Courtney
Dietz spent two summers
clearing the land for
their new home with the
help of their family. Their
young children took part
– the three girls chasing
butterflies through the
fresh, open field.

Continued on page 69
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ABOVE: Stained glass detail in the
front door offers privacy but also
lets the sunlight shine in. The Fox
Trot tile, laid in a herringbone
pattern, is from House Rules Design
Shop. LEFT: With a nod to Craftsman
style, the multiple roof lines and the
staggered garage give the front
facade of the home a welcoming
and protected feel. Colourful
gardens soften the exterior
Shouldice Wiarton stone.
The home plans were customized
with the help of Don Tremble of
Candue Homes and Daryl Regimbal of
DR Designs. OPPOSITE: The warmth
of the day is enjoyed on the front steps
by homeowners Courtney and Simon
Dietz, their daughters and their
family pup Ruby.
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Benjamin Moore
paint colours:
Upper
Cabinets:
White Dove
OC-17

The pantry’s frosted door lets
light in. A convenient coffee
station is tucked away from all
the cooking action at one end of
the counter. LEFT: The beautiful
arrangement came from Flowers
By Usss in Walkerton.

Walls:
Gray Owl
OC-52

+++++++++++++
Painting the island Templeton
Gray by Benjamin Moore
is an on-trend way to inject
colour and make the island
look like a piece of furniture.
Formica Fantasy Marble
covers all the cabinet surfaces.
OPPOSITE, BOTTOM
RIGHT: Looking behind the
island reveals lots of drawers
and cupboards. Standing at
the sink is a chance to look out
the window at the beautiful
property. The custom cabinets
and fan hood are from
Barzotti Woodworking Ltd.
All plumbing was handled by
Pratt Plumbing and Heating.

The family cherishes that experience, building
bonfires and learning first-hand about their
new property together. “It was a joyful,
bonding time,” remembers Courtney.
As they moved on to the next stages
of building, they maintained that sense of
excitement. “We saw the opportunity to build
as a gift,” says Courtney. “We chose to go
about it as a new and exciting adventure, we
kept that attitude even during the stressful
moments. We really had a lot of fun.”
The Dietzes credit much of their positive
experience to Don Tremble and the team
at Candue Homes. “We interviewed other
builders, but when we met Don, we really
hit it off,” says Courtney. “We were just
comfortable with him; his experience along
with the guidance of project coordinator Alex
Neuman made the building process a smooth
one.” Jason Tremble of J.T. Excavating did
the final land preparations for the new build.
Through Tremble and Darryl Regimbal
of DR Designs, they customized their
chosen plan, including creating a lower
level specifically for the girls. The finished
basement now has three bedrooms, a full
washroom and an additional living room – a
perfect space for recurring family sleepovers.
The heart of the home, though, is the
large, bright custom kitchen, provided by
Barzotti Woodworking Ltd. The tile
came from House Rules Design Shop
and was installed by Gary Voisin Flooring
Solutions. “Our lives are centered around the
kitchen, around this island,” says Courtney, “I
love to bake. The children and I gather here,
usually around the KitchenAid mixer.”
Continued on page 70
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I think your home should
include what you love:
colours, patterns,
shapes,” says Courtney.

Many family celebrations
have been enjoyed in the
large, bright dining room.
The Modern Maple laminate
flooring by Twelve
Oaks injects age and
character throughout
the main floor. RIGHT:
Courtney’s mother-in-law
bought the Royal Tettau
china when she was 16. Over
the years it has been part
of many family events and
is a cherished heirloom.
BELOW RIGHT: The
church pew adds extra
seating in the kitchen
area. Using the space
beneath for storage is
a practical and
attractive solution.

With Simon’s mother just up the road and countless cousins and
friends nearby, the Dietzes frequently host gatherings.
They designed their open floor plan to accommodate these
gatherings, although the generous dining space was initially earmarked
as a sunroom. Annexing this room during the building process gave
Courtney and finish carpenter Eric Hopkins of Eric Hopkins
Limited an opportunity to highlight the space with trimwork fitting
its wide entry.
Everything the family needs is close at hand, with a well-designed
layout that includes double ovens, multiple landing spaces for outdoor
clothing and footwear and a main-floor laundry with exterior door,
offering easy access to a backyard clothesline. “We wanted our home to
be functional, open and inviting,” says Courtney.
The finished product – a bit of country, with a touch of
contemporary beach house – is comfortable and relaxing, showcasing
Courtney’s flair for design, “I think your home should include what
you love: colours, patterns, shapes.” For the Dietz family, that meant
bringing the outdoors inside, with colours and textures inspired
by the large yard just outside their windows, leading to 40 acres
of forest beyond.
Continued on page 72
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The stone fireplace is the centre of
attention in the living room. Its texture
and colour palette work with the
furnishing throughout this space.
Floating shelves on either side display
family momentoes and photos.
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Integrity | Diligence | Results

LEFT: In the guest bathroom, industrial floating
shelves and a barn-style pendant inject a rustic
charm. A warm grey was used on the walls
throughout the main floor. BELOW: Built-in
cubbies for the girls keep all of their gear
organized and separated to make getting out
of the house an easy task on busy school day
mornings. BOTTOM: On these warm spring
days, the direct access to the garden makes
it easy to hang clothes on the laundry line to
dry in the sunshine. Overhead cabinets store
cleaning supplies out of sight.

• New! JDR Subdivision Walkerton! Lots for sale or we will build your custom single family home or semi.
• Spec houses available for purchase in Walkerton, Hanover & Durham SPRING/SUMMER 2019.
• 1 lot left in DJay Crescent Durham
• Only 4 lots left in Hanover! Book your new home today!

519-369-5051

homes@canduehomes.com

www.canduehomes.com

30 years fencing experience!

519.387.5022
builtwrightfencing.ca
Residential | Commercial | Agriculture

“Changing the look
of your property.”
The family enjoys spending time on the
walking trails on the bush property, observing
sounds and discovering animal tracks. One of
the children’s favourite activities is lifting rocks
to search for hidden salamanders.
The salamanders haven’t yet found their
way back into the house, but the blues, greys
and greens of nature have, as they make up the
colour palette of the walls, accents and stone
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throughout. The cultured stone fireplace
(Country Ledgestone in Echo Ridge),
installed by Chad Weltz at Candue Homes,
is a perfect example of this palette.
Black accents pepper their way through
the home, including those in the Twelve Oaks
Modern Maple flooring, chosen specifically
for its dark knots combined with the bright,
natural colour.
Continued on page 74

FREE ESTIMATES & PLANNING
• Chain Link
• Wrought Iron
• Vinyl
• Wood Privacy

• Ball Diamonds
• Tennis Courts
• Swimming Pools
• Farm Fence

Follow us on Facebook for more details.
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LEFT: The lower level
space was created just
for the children, so they
have their own area
to relax. The comfy
couches are perfect
for the whole family to
curl up on and enjoy a
movie night. BELOW:
From the flying
driftwood fish to the
colour of the vanity, the
beachy theme in this
bathroom will bring back
happy memories of days
spent on sandy beaches,
picking up rocks and
shells. The Formica
Arctic Snow counter
floats above the cabinet,
painted Rhine River by
Benjamin Moore.

As soon as you descend the stairs to
the lower level, the table and chairs
at the bottom give a hint to whose
space you are entering. Light floods
this area from the first floor and
the large casement windows from
Golden Windows in Kitchener.

Warm Floors.
Warm Homes.
CARPET • HARDWOOD • LAMINATE • CERAMIC TILES • AREA RUGS
DRAPES ’N BLINDS • SHUTTERS • LUXURY VINYL TILE & PLANK

Bright tones continue in the lower level, where the girls’ area takes
its cues from another of the family’s favourite locations: the beach.
Much of their summer is spent at the family trailer in Port Elgin, and
family vacations find them at far-off beaches, where the girls spend
hours searching for seashells.
Continued on page 76
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Your Vision.
Our Expertise.
The master bathroom’s large built-in bathtub
has a handy deck for candles, towels, and
a nice glass of wine. The wall space for the
double vanity allowed for a make-up station in
between the double sinks. RIGHT: The serene
master bedroom gives Simon and Courtney a
place to recharge and relax. Adjacent to the
master is a large walk-in closet.

SOURCE GUIDE
• Barzotti Woodworking Ltd. • Bathworks • Candue Homes
• Dingwall Electric • DR Designs • Eric Hopkins Limited
• Gary Voisin Flooring Solutions • House Rules Design Shop

Courtney’s eye for detail and her positive passion for the building
project opened the door to another opportunity: She now works as a
Design Consultant with Candue Homes.
“We had been warned by friends about the stress of building, but
we loved every bit of our project,” say Courtney. Now she’s able to
share this energy with clients, as she assists them with their design and
décor decisions. “I want others to have the same joyful homebuilding
experience that we had.” OH

• J.T. Excavating • Pratt Plumbing and Heating • Shouldice

Expert electricians turning your
lighting dreams into reality.
Specializing in professional lighting
layouts and quality service in the
custom home industry since 1976.

519.323.4778 | dingwallelectric.ca
dingwallelect@wightman.ca

POSTECH GREY BRUCE

grey-bruce@postech-foundations.com
519-924-0050 | postech-foundations.com

Designer Stone • Young’s Home Hardware Building Centre

BELOW: Two other bedrooms show what is special to each of the girls. Mermaids
and cats in one and a telescope in the other. The girls couldn’t be happier with
their rooms. BOTTOM RIGHT: A happy little girl in her beautiful bedroom.
Turquoise is one of her favourite colours and unicorns her favourite animal.

FLOORING LIGHTING PLUMBING FURNITURE TEXTILES PAINT
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